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ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE MICRO PLASMA TORCH
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INTRODUCTION
About plasma treatments
• Plasma : the fourth state of the matter which consist of a
mixing of ions, electrons, free radicals, neutral elements.

• More that 99% of the universe is in the plasma state

• It can be artificially generated by applying a strong
electromagnetic field to a gas

• Used for example to provide energy to activate
monomers, in order to initiate polymerization

INTRODUCTION
Generating plasma with a DBD torch
DBD = Dielectric Barrier Discharge

- electrode
Ar

Ar

A pulsed electric arc is generated by means of a highvoltage discharge between two electrodes.
A process gas, flowing past this discharge section, is
excited and converted to the plasma state.
This plasma, pushed by the flowing gas, passes through
the head of the tube (post-discharge)

+ electrode

Such device is convenient to use as it operates at
atmospheric pressure and thus, requires minor facilities.
(no pressure, no vacuum, no reaction vessel)
Sketch of a DBD torch

INTRODUCTION
Generating plasma with a DBD torch
Atmospheric plasma treatment (APT)

The

plasma,

radicals,

composed

ions,

of

electrons

free
and

radiations can activate polymers as it
impacts the surface

This can improve the wettability of
such materials and consequently,
their adhesion with coatings
Schematic of the APT mechanism [2]

[1] – R. Wolf et al. Engineering, 2010, 2, 397-402
[2] – C. Shih et al. Additive Manufacturing, 2019, 25, 104-111

INTRODUCTION
3D printing of multi-materials
A key point in additive manufacturing as it can
promote the fabrication of multifunctional objects
with no need for assembly.

But printing a material onto another forms interfaces
(≠ chemistry) that can have detrimental effects on
the mechanical strength of the object [1].

Polymers are in cause since they are non-polar

A 3D printed multi-material object

materials. Their low surface energy often leads to
non-adherent coatings.

[1] – C.G. Harris et al. Frontiers in mechanical engineering, 2019, 5, art. 37

Easy separation at the interface of
the two materials

INTRODUCTION
Objectives of the project
Develop a device that can carry out the 3D printing + the plasma treatment in a one step process

 Development of a plasma torch with its own generator + cable :
• compact and low cost
• can be mounted on any 3D printer
• able to perform treatments in optimal conditions

EXPERIMENTAL
The micro plasma torch
Central steel rod
Negative electrode

Gas flow
Our design of a DBD torch, subjected to a patent [4]

Temperature (°C)

The temperature remains low at the exit of the tube

Core of the torch

Quartz tube

Positive electrode
Time (s)

The temperature does not exceed 40°C when the plasma in on [5]
[4] – LU93222 – Simon Bulou, Patrick Choquet, Thomas Gaulain, Mathieu Gerard
[5] – From the work of our PhD student, Kishor Acharya.

Our DBD micro plasma torch

EXPERIMENTAL
Mounting the torch on the 3D printer
CAO design of a support to mount the plasma torch on
the 3D printer. Obtained by 3D printing

Modification of the printing files (gcode) so that to

The support of the plasma torch

configure the path of the plasma over the printed object

The device is now able to print a part of an object in a
given material, stop its extrusion and ignite the plasma
torch, hover over the desired area to be treated then
start over the printing of the object in any other given
material

The torch mounted on a Geeetech A10M 3D printer

EXPERIMENTAL
Different possible treatments
1. Applying the plasma treatment at the
interface between two materials in one
object to reinforce their adhesion

Plasma treatment
2nd material

2. Applying the plasma treatment between

1st material

each layer of an object to increase its

1.

tensile strength along the z axis (which
is known to be usually much weaker
than along the x or y axis)

Treatment on each layer

2.

EXPERIMENTAL
Fabrication of samples
• For contact angle measurements to evaluate the wettability

• For lap shear tests to evaluate the adhesion between two materials
50

15

Plasma treatment
Overlapping area

6

15x15
1st part, material a + support

2nd part, material b

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials used
Two materials that are known to have a bad adherence.

• Polylactic acid (PLA), the most common materials for 3D printing
• Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), a flexible polymer

Lap shear test samples : PLA over TPU and TPU over PLA

PLA printed over TPU

TPU printed over PLA

EXPERIMENTAL
Plasma treatments
The plasma treatments were operated at 20 W, 10 kHz and with a gas flux of 15 SLM

5 different conditions were tested :

• Without plasma (reference)
• Applying 20 s of a Ar plasma
• Applying 90 s of a Ar plasma
• Applying 20 s of a 2/3 Ar, 1/3 O2 plasma
• Applying 90 s of a 2/3 Ar, 1/3 O2 plasma

RESULTS
Wettability of PLA and TPU
The higher the contact angle, the lower the surface energy

TPU, without treatment

PLA, without treatment

TPU, 100 % Ar plasma, 20 s

PLA, 100 % Ar plasma, 20 s

RESULTS
Wettability of PLA and TPU
The higher the contact angle, the lower the surface energy

RESULTS
Wettability of PLA and TPU
The higher the contact angle, the lower the surface energy

• The treatment that lasted 20 s with a 100 % Ar plasma significantly decrease the
contact angle

• The longer treatment (100% Ar, 90 s) have
a lesser effect

• Adding 1/3 of O2 does not seem to
significantly change the values comparing
to a 100 % Ar plasma for short treatments
but it is less clear for longer treatments

RESULTS
Lap shear tests
The ultimate forces that were applied before the samples broke were plotted
All the samples broke right at the interface between the two parts

Break at the interface

The peel-tester

RESULTS
Lap shear tests
The ultimate forces that were applied before the samples broke were plotted

RESULTS
Lap shear tests
• The same trend is observed for the two different configurations

• TPU deposited over PLA appears to stick better than PLA deposited over TPU
TPU is printed at 230°C while PLA is printed at 200°C

Ar-I lines

• Applying a 100% Ar plasma during 20 s looks

separate the two parts

• Applying a longer treatment or adding O2 in

Intensity (a.u)

significantly increase the force needed to

OH

N2
lines

Triplet - O

Oxygen

the plasma does not significantly change it
Wavelength (nm)

Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) of an Argon plasma

CONCLUSION
Future works
• Currently working on a next version of the plasma torch
that will hide the two electrodes and with a HV BNC
connector

• A lot of parameters can have an impact on the
efficiency of the plasma treatment (voltage, power, gas
composition and flow rate, exposure time…) : A design
of experiments will be required to assess the relevant
parameters.

Next design of the plasma torch,
with a HV BNC connector

• The generator and its cable remain to be achieved, which will also have an impact on the plasma
created. This will also be evaluated

• Chemical analysis (with SIMS) will also be needed to understand the impact of the different plasma
conditions on the surface chemistry of the different polymers
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